AZERBAIJAN
• BAKU - DIAGNOSTIC CENTRUM
• BAKU - LLABAD HOSPITAL
• BAKU - OJS
• BAKU - MEDICAL PLAZA
• BAKU – ISMAIL NAMIK
BULGARIA
• VARNA ST. PETCA HOSPITAL
CZECH REPUBLIC
• MORE THAN 2000 INSTALLATIONS
COSTA RICA
• HOSPITAL SAN JUAN DE DIOS , San Jose
CYPRUS
• ST. RAPHAEL PRIVATE HOSPITAL IN LARNACA
CHILE
• HOSPITAL SOTERO DEL RIO, SANTIAGO
RUSSIA
• MOSCOW – SOLNCEVO HOSPITAL
• MOSCOW – GERCENA HOSPITAL
• MOSCOW – 5TH.MILITARY HOSPITAL
• MOSCOW – FSB HOSPITAL
• MOSCOW – HOUSE FOR VETERAN JOB
• MOSCOW – 26. HOSPITAL
• MOSCOW – ENDOCRINOLGY
• MOSCOW – RESEARCH AND MEDICAL FACILITIES
• MOSCOW – KBB HOSPITAL
• MOSCOW - LRC MIL ZDRAVA ROSSI
• KRAINSKAR – REANIMACIONNAA
• ŽELENODVORSKY – DUBNIANA ROŠČA
• STAVROPOL – PERINATALNYJ CENTR
• TVER – REANIMACIONNAA
• SARANSK – REPUBLICAN HOSPITAL
• SARANSK – PERINATAL CENTER
• SARANSK – CARE CENTER
• STAVROPOL – MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
• PETROGRAD – INFECTIOUS HOSPITAL
JORDAN
• PRIVATE HOSPITAL, AMMAN
KAZACHSTAN
• AKTOBE – CITY HOSPITAL
• ALMATY – HOSPITAL – EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
• AKTAU – CITY HOSPITAL
LIBYA
• GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL – TRIPOLIS
• HOSPITAL DE ESPECIALIDADES HIDALGO
• MONTENEGRO
• BUDVA – 3rd HOSPITAL
MOAM
• MAM HOSPITAL MUSCAT
PERU
• HOSPITAL ATE – LIMA
• HOSPITAL JUJUCA – JULIACA
POLAND
• HOSPITAL SOSNOWIEC
• HOSPITAL RZESZOW
• HOSPITAL WROCLAW
• HOSPITAL ISKREW
• HOSPITAL KATOWICE
• HOSPITAL LODZ
PORTUGAL
• HOSPITAL DOS LUSIADAS
SAUDI ARABIA
• KING FAHAD HOSPITAL
• BLOOD RESEARCH CENTRUM – DAMMAM
SERBIA
• INSTITUTE SREMSKA KAMENICA
• CHILDREN HOSPITAL BEOGRAD
• HOSPITAL DRAGIJE MISEVICE BEOGRAD
SLOVAKIA
• MORE THAN 900 INSTALLATIONS
• SPAIN
• HOSPITAL DE MEDIOS SAN JUAN DE DIOS,
• MALAGA
• UAE
• SYMBIOSIS MEDICAL CENTER – DUBAI
• MEDICAL CENTER IN DUBAI
• AL TADAM MEDICAL CENTER – DUBAI
• AL Wafa INT CENTER – DUBAI
• LIFEINE HOSPITAL – DUBAI
• NMC HOSPITAL – ABUDHABI
• MEDICALPARK CONSULTANT DAY SURGERY
• NMC HOSPITAL – ABUDHABI
• VIETNAM
• CHILDREN HOSPITAL IN HANOI
• THANH VI MEDIC BAC LIEU HOSPITAL
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Codaco Electronic s.r.o.
Hemy 825
CZ - 757 01 Valašské Meziříčí
Tel.: +420 571 612 405
Fax: +420 571 615 566
E-mail: sales@codaco.cz
IP-BASED SIGNALING
NURSE CALL SYSTEM

NEW IP BASED SIGNALING SYSTEM WITH SIMPLE
UPGRADE POSSIBILITY FOR FULL IP SPEECH
SYSTEM

MAIN FUNCTIONS AND ADVANTAGES OF
HCC-01 IP

• Easy installation and interconnection of system
  components via modern IP (ETHERNET) technology
• Simple and easy operations with color touch screen
  based master terminal
• High standard and user friendly system with possibility
to use voice communication for nurses, doctors and
staff
• History server PC based software with possibility
to download and store call history
• Possibility to connect the system with SQL based
  database information systems
• Optical signalization following DIN VDE 0834 standard
• Possibility to use DECT phones showing information
  about call
• Easy customization and software configuration of the
  system
• Simple installation and maintenance of the system
• Self-diagnostics of the system
• Reliability of operation

► BLUE CODE
• Special button for calling of resuscitation team

► ROOM TERMINAL
• Nurse presence (green button)
• Staff presence (yellow button)
• Programmable buttons in each unit with possibility
to set priority of calls
• Possibility of voice communication with doctors
• Registration of personnel by using wireless RFID cards
• Up to 4 outputs for possible connection with call units
• Possibility to define types of call accepted by room
terminal (e.g. doctor call only)

► PATIENT UNIT
• LAN module for connection to PC/laptop